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Studies have shown that older listeners with normal hearing have greater difficulty understanding

speech in noisy environments than younger listeners even during simple assessments where lis-

teners respond to auditory stimuli immediately after presentation. Older listeners may have

increased difficulty understanding speech in challenging listening situations that require the recall

of prior sentences during the presentation of new auditory stimuli. This study compared the per-

formance of older and younger normal-hearing listeners in 0-back trials, which required listeners

to respond to the most recent sentence, and 1-back trials, which required the recall of the sentence

preceding the most recent. Speech stimuli were high-context and anomalous sentences with four

types of maskers. The results show that older listeners have greater difficulty in the 1-back task

than younger listeners with all masker types, even when SNR was adjusted to produce 80% cor-

rect performance in the 0-back task for both groups. The differences between the groups in the

1-back task may be explained by differences in working memory for the noise and spatially sepa-

rated speech maskers but not in the conditions with co-located speech maskers, suggesting that

older listeners have increased difficulty in memory-intensive speech perception tasks involving

high levels of informational masking. VC 2014 Acoustical Society of America.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.4901708]

PACS number(s): 43.71.Lz, 43.72.Dv, 43.71.Gv [DB] Pages: 3337–3349

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the greatest challenges faced by the aging popu-

lation is the systematic increase in difficulty that older listen-

ers have understanding speech in noisy environments. In

part, this increased difficulty can be explained by the poorer

hearing thresholds that older adults acquire as a result of

presbycusis and a lifetime of exposure to loud noise.

However, these problems in speech perception do not appear

to be limited only to those individuals who experience

impaired hearing thresholds as they age: Older individuals

who have normal audiometric thresholds also tend to report

problems understanding speech in complex environments.

Indeed, numerous studies have reported that older individu-

als have greater difficulty understanding speech in noise than

younger individuals, even when both groups have similar

audiometric thresholds (e.g., Dubno et al., 1984).

As alarming as the results of these studies are, there is

reason to believe that they may substantially underestimate

the problems that aging individuals may have while engag-

ing in real-world conversations. In the clinic or laboratory,

speech perception performance is usually measured in rela-

tively simple tasks that require listeners to attend to a speech

stimulus and immediately report what was heard. However,

in real-world conversations, listeners must receive and pro-

cess the speech signal, monitor ongoing discourse, and

respond appropriately during his or her turn in the conversa-

tion. The listener’s turn may immediately follow a spoken

message, or it may be delayed because of an intervening

comment from the same or a different communication part-

ner. If the conversation is taking place in a noisy room, the

task becomes even more challenging because competing

noise can directly mask the spoken message (Brungart et al.,
2001) or competing speech can additionally distract the lis-

tener’s attention (Humes et al., 2006). Either form of back-

ground competition can reduce the listener’s ability to

recognize accurately individual phonemes, thereby reducing

speech intelligibility. While the listener attempts to under-

stand the somewhat distorted signal, additional spoken infor-

mation is presented that may be lost.

These demanding listening scenarios are likely to be dif-

ficult even for young adults with normal hearing. However,

they are expected to be even more demanding for older adults

who often experience age-related declines in working mem-

ory (Daneman and Carpenter, 1980; Baddeley, 1992), selec-

tive attention (Humes et al., 2006), and central auditory

processing of temporal information (Anderson et al., 2012),

all of which act to reduce speech understanding in noise. As a

result of these factors, there is little question that older

normal-hearing listeners will require higher signal-to-noise

ratios (SNRs) to achieve the same level of speech perception
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performance obtained by younger listeners. However, what is

not well known is the extent to which these age-related hear-

ing difficulties might be exacerbated in more complex listen-

ing tasks that require listeners to hold information in working

memory while new information is presented. The general

objective of the current study was to compare the perform-

ance of older and younger normal-hearing listeners in a

delayed recall task to determine whether the two groups per-

formed similarly in situations where the SNR was adjusted to

produce equivalent performance in a traditional listening task

requiring immediate recall of the stimulus materials. This task

was repeated with high-context and “anomalous”-context sen-

tences and four different masker types to determine if there

was a significant interaction between these factors and the

ability to recall information in a delayed response task.

A. Aging, memory, and speech perception

Normal aging is accompanied by progressive decline in

numerous global cognitive domains, particularly working

memory capacity (Park et al., 2002), which is thought to be

important for language processing. R€onnberg and colleagues

(2013) offered the new Ease of Language Understanding

(ELU) Model as a framework for examining the role of work-

ing memory (WM) capacity during a number of speech com-

munication situations. WM is conceptualized as a finite

ability involving short-term processing and storage of incom-

ing information, which permits language comprehension,

learning, and other cognitive functions (R€onnberg et al.,
2013). WM capacity is often measured with a type of “span”

test, which indicates the number of items a person can retain

in memory and recall accurately, while also making a judg-

ment about these items. Moreover, there is a trading relation

between WM processing (the processing demands of the test)

and storage (the number of items recalled correctly).

Numerous studies have indicated a relationship between WM

capacity and speech recognition performance in noise

(Zekveld et al. 2014), especially among older listeners or lis-

teners with hearing impairment (e.g., Pichora-Fuller et al.,
1995; Lunner, 2003; Koelewijn et al., 2014). The ELU model

assumes that the presence of fluctuating noise backgrounds

places large demands on phonological processing and hence

requires listeners to use their WM system to increase atten-

tional focus. A recent extension of this model indicates that

WM capacity is especially important when semantic informa-

tion is unexpected or incongruent, such that individuals with

high WM capacity are better able to inhibit conflicting

semantic cues than those with low WM capacity (Zekveld

et al., 2011). The ELU model thus predicts that fluctuating

noise backgrounds (including background babble) place heav-

ier demands on listeners’ WM than steady state backgrounds

and that nonsense sentences similarly place heavier demands

on listeners’ WM than predictable sentences. If WM capacity

is a limited resource, then those with lower WM capacity will

perform more poorly than those with higher WM capacity in

fluctuating noise and in tasks requiring identification of sen-

tences with minimal contextual cues.

One of the primary focuses of the present investigation

is to measure the direct impact of increasing WM demands

on recognition accuracy during a speech perception task.

Most experimental speech paradigms assess speech recogni-

tion using immediate recall of the spoken message in which

the listener repeats or otherwise identifies the stimulus im-

mediately after it is presented. In a delayed recall task, the

word or sentence is presented, and the listener holds this in-

formation in memory for recall at a later time, typically after

presentation of an intervening speech stimulus, which itself

may need to be recalled. Such delayed recall tasks are rarely

used in auditory speech recognition experiments. Rather,

N-back tasks (1-, 2-, or 3-back) are typically used in vision

experiments to increase the WM load compared to an imme-

diate recall (0-back) condition (e.g., Braver et al., 1997;

Goncalves and Mansur, 2009). In the current investigation,

WM load was increased by using an auditory 1-back task in

which the listener was required to hold a sentence in memory

and repeat it following presentation of an intervening sen-

tence, similar to the processing and storage demands of the

conversational scenario described in the preceding text.

Listener performance in this auditory 1-back task was com-

pared to performance in the control condition (immediate

recall or 0-back task) to determine the impact of everyday

WM demands during conversation when the listener must

monitor and maintain relevant information while awaiting

their turn in the conversation. According to the ELU model,

it may be predicted that increasing WM demands with the

auditory 1-back task should have a much heavier toll on

older than younger listeners, given that older listeners on av-

erage have a lower WM capacity than younger listeners

(Park et al., 2002). Combining the predictions of the ELU

model, then, it was expected that older listeners (with

reduced WM capacity compared to younger listeners) would

exhibit poorer performance than younger listeners with each

single listening/task demand on WM capacity employed in

this study (fluctuating noise maskers, low-context stimuli,

and 1-back tasks) and that age-related differences would be

even more prominent in conditions that combine two or three

of these processing requirements.

One prior study by Pichora-Fuller et al. (1995)

employed a delayed recall task for speech presented in

noise with high and low context speech materials. The

objective of this previous study was to measure WM

capacity for sentence-final words of the Speech Perception

in Noise (SPIN) sentences in a procedure similar to that

used to measure WM span for read sentences (Daneman

and Carpenter, 1980). In this “listening span” test, listeners

were asked to recall the sentence-final word of the preced-

ing n SPIN sentences with n representing an increasing set

size (number of sentences in a set), while also indicating if

the final word was predictable from the sentence context.

Variables were set size, SNR, and sentence predictability

(high vs low). Older listeners consistently demonstrated

lower set sizes than younger listeners, and performances of

both groups were reduced at the lowest SNR (0 dB), espe-

cially for low probability sentences. Thus Pichora-Fuller

et al. (1995) demonstrated that WM capacity (i.e., WM

span) can be measured in a listening span task and that

word predictability can affect set size in more adverse noise

conditions. However, listeners’ accuracy in recalling an
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entire sentence following presentation of an intervening

sentence, as would be required in ongoing conversation was

not assessed in this prior study.

B. Effect of masker type on immediate and delayed
speech perception

In addition to varying WM demands in ongoing speech,

the current investigation varied the type of noise in the back-

ground. Different types of background noise produce differ-

ential effects on speech perception performance (Dubno

et al., 1984; Festen and Plomp, 1990; Pichora-Fuller et al.,
1995; Başkent et al., 2014). A steady-state or modulated

noise produces energetic masking, in which performance

declines (relative to performance in quiet) because certain

parts of the acoustic structure of the target signal are ren-

dered undetectable by a more powerful masker that overlaps

the target in time and frequency. A competing speech signal

also produces some energetic masking, but the effects of

energetic masking are often overshadowed by the additional

effects of informational masking, which occurs when the

similarities between the acoustic and semantic content of the

target talker and the competing speech make the task of sep-

arating the target from the masker (speech stream segrega-

tion) more difficult. Processing of speech stimuli in the

presence of informational masking should be more demand-

ing than in the presence of energetic masking because the

listener is required to segregate the target speech from the

competing speech maskers and recognize the target speech

signal. Speech maskers are also known to have a detrimental

effect on WM even in cases where the WM task occurs in a

non-auditory sensory modality. Many researchers have dem-

onstrated that participants who are asked to recall a list of

visually presented numbers perform more poorly when the

task is performed in the presence of an irrelevant but intelli-

gible speech masker than they do when they perform the

task in quiet or in the presence of a steady-state speech-

shaped noise (Weeks and Hasher, 2014). There is also some

evidence that this irrelevant speech effect may be more det-

rimental to the WM recall abilities of older listeners than

younger listeners (Bell et al., 2008).

Informational masking effects are particularly strong in

speech-on-speech masking tasks where the target and mask-

ing talkers originate from the same location as they would if

they were mixed together on a single telephone line or origi-

nating from a single loudspeaker. However, in most real-

world situations, the spatial separation between a target

speech signal and other speech maskers in the background is

a powerful cue that younger listeners can use to improve

speech understanding in immediate speech recall tasks

(Brungart et al., 2001; Brungart and Simpson, 2002).

Unfortunately, the benefits of spatial separation may also be

reduced among older people with age-related hearing loss

(Helfer and Freyman, 2008), which might cause older listen-

ers with hearing loss to have more difficulty in WM-

intensive tasks than younger listeners in these environments.

Previous attempts to model the impacts of WM on

speech perception can be used to make some predictions

about the interaction one would expect to find between WM

and performance in speech perception and recall tasks with

different types of maskers. For example, the ELU model has

been used to explain better performance in steady-state

noise conditions compared to fluctuating masker conditions

because listeners with high WM capacity can attend better

in the fluctuating masker conditions (Besser et al., 2013).

Additionally, listeners with larger WM span and better in-

hibitory mechanisms, as measured with the Size

Comparison span (SIC span), appear to outperform those

with lower WM capacity on long term speech comprehen-

sion tasks presented in a speech background (S€orqvist and

R€onnberg, 2012) and on measures of speech recognition

threshold (SRT) in conditions with spatial separation

(Zekveld et al., 2014). Taken together, these prior findings

would suggest that listeners should perform better in

delayed speech recall tasks in steady-state noise than back-

ground speech and that performance differences between

those with higher vs lower WM capacities should be evi-

dent. However, the benefit that listeners with higher and

lower WM derive from spatial separation in a delayed recall

task is currently unknown. It is possible that the reduced dif-

ficulty obtained from spatial separation of a target and

masker might provide an even greater benefit for individuals

with relatively low WM capacities because they have so

much difficulty in the co-located condition. On the other

hand, it is also possible that individuals with low WM

capacity might perform relatively poorly in spatially sepa-

rated tasks because they have difficulty focusing selective

attention on the location of the target talker while perform-

ing the delayed recall task. One of the goals of this investi-

gation is to help distinguish between these two possibilities.

C. Study objectives

The overall objective of the current study was to com-

pare the relative impact of age, sentence context, and masker

type on speech recognition performance under conditions in

which WM demands were increased by requiring the listen-

ers to perform an auditory 1-back task. Comparison to per-

formance in a baseline, auditory 0-back task indicates the

effect of increasing WM demands during online speech

understanding. In the sentence recognition task used here,

the act of holding one sentence in WM while repeating the

prior sentence is expected to increase the WM demands and

have a greater detrimental effect on performance of older lis-

teners because of reduced WM capacity. Finally, because

older listeners rely heavily on semantic contextual cues dur-

ing challenging listening tasks (Wingfield et al., 1985;

Gordon-Salant and Fitzgibbons, 1997), the influence of

semantic content during 0-back and 1-back speech recogni-

tion tasks was assessed by comparing recognition of the

original high probability (HP) revised speech perception in

noise test (R-SPIN) sentences (Bilger et al., 1984) and

“anomalous probability” (AP) SPIN sentences. The latter

sentences had the same syntactic structure as the HP senten-

ces but substituted alternate lexical items for the original

words to create sentences that were meaningless. Predictions

of the ELU model are that WM resources would be taxed

more for AP stimuli than for HP stimuli, and therefore
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age-related differences should be minimal for HP stimuli

and maximal for AP stimuli.

To examine the effects of different context levels and

masker types on performance in a delayed response task, a

new experimental protocol was developed that made it pos-

sible to efficiently test performance in the 1-back task under

conditions that produce equivalent levels of performance in

the baseline 0-back task. First, the well-known effects of

age-related hearing loss on speech-in-noise performance

(e.g., Festen and Plomp, 1990; Humes and Dubno, 2010)

were controlled by recruiting younger and older listeners

with average normal hearing sensitivity. Within each of

these two groups, performance in the 0-back task with each

combination of context level and masker type was equalized

by using adaptive tracking to set the overall percentage of

correct responses to a fixed level (80% correct). Then the

1-back task was run with the same sequence of SNRs used

in the 0-back task. If there is no interaction between listener

age, context level, and masker type, then one would expect

the performance decline in the 1-back task (relative to the

0-back task) to be equivalent in all of the conditions for both

groups. However, if certain combinations of age, context,

and masker type have different impacts on performance in

working-memory-intensive listening tasks than they do in

immediate recall tasks, one would expect to see performance

differences in the 1-back condition. The next section

describes the method in more detail.

II. METHOD

A. Participants

Two groups of participants with normal hearing sensitiv-

ity bilaterally [�25 dB Hearing Level (HL), re: ANSI, 2010,

at octave intervals between 250 and 4000 Hz] took part in

this study: 20 young normal-hearing individuals (YNH) ages

19–24 yr (M¼ 20.9) and 15 older normal-hearing (ONH)

individuals ages 66–76 yr (M¼ 69.5). The average pure-tone

average (PTA) was 5.66 dB HL for the right ear and 5.41 dB

HL for the left ear for the YNH listeners, and 13.33 dB HL

for the right ear and 12.55 dB HL for the left ear for the ONH

listeners. Note that although the mean thresholds were

slightly higher for the ONH listeners, a paired samples t-test

revealed that the three-frequency PTA values (500, 1000, and

2000 Hz) between the groups for both ears were not signifi-

cantly different (right PTA: p¼ 0.305; left PTA: p¼ 0.328).

All participants were native speakers of English and

were required to have at least a high school degree.

Individuals completed a case history prior to participation

to confirm the absence of otalgia, aural fullness, recent ear

infections, a history of otologic surgery, and a history of

noise exposure. None of the participants reported hearing

problems.

B. Stimuli

Stimuli were HP R-SPIN sentences (Bilger et al., 1984)

and AP sentences, which were derived from the HP senten-

ces utilizing similar procedures to those used to create the

IEEE anomalous sentences corpus (Herman and Pisoni,

2003). The AP sentences were created specifically for use in

this study and were never previously recorded, therefore the

authors were required to record these original AP sentences.

In addition, the original HP R-SPIN sentences also needed to

be re-recorded for the target speaker to be the same for the

HP and AP sentences. There were 200 HP sentences and 200

AP sentences with three to seven keywords within each sen-

tence. All nouns, verbs and adjectives were considered key-

words (HP example: His PLANS MEANT TAKING a BIG

RISK. AP example: His DOCTOR DRANK a LOST

RISK.). Adjustments were made to ensure that the anoma-

lous sentences were grammatically, syntactically, and politi-

cally correct. All sentences were recorded by one female

speaker who is a native speaker of American English. The

recordings were made in an IAC sound booth using a Shure

SM63 microphone and a Marantz professional handheld

solid-state recorder (Model No. PMD661). The stimuli were

then uploaded from the recorder to a Dell PC. Each sentence

was spliced and stored as an individual waveform file using

Adobe AUDITION, and the RMS level was held constant for all

sentences.

Continuous speech-shaped noise and three types of

speech maskers were created to mask the R-SPIN sentences.

In the continuous noise condition, the speech-shaped noise

was generated with the same long-term average spectrum as

the speech maskers. Two speech-shaped noise maskers were

looped to play continuously throughout each trial. The same

female speaker who recorded the R-SPIN sentences also pro-

duced the speech maskers. Four selected passages from

Grimm’s Fairy Tale Classics were recorded. Three types of

speech maskers were created from these recordings: A single

talker masker (1T), a 2-talker co-located speech masker

(2T), and a 2-talker spatially separated speech masker (2T

spatial). Depending on the masker type, one or two 45-s long

passages were randomly selected from the four possible pas-

sages and looped to play continuously throughout the dura-

tion of each condition.

In all conditions, the target speech signal was spatially

processed by convolving it with the left and right ear head

related transfer functions (HRTFs) measured on a Knowles

electronics manikin for acoustic research (KEMAR). The

HRTFs were measured in the Auditory Localization Facility

at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, OH, using the proce-

dures outlined in Brungart et al. (2011). These HRTFs were

processed to correct them for the inverse transfer function of

the headphones used in the experiment (Sennheiser HDA-

200) and used to generate 448-point finite impulse response

(FIR) filters for the left and right ears that were convolved

with the target speech signal. This processing produced a

binaural stimulus that appeared to originate from a location

directly in front of a listener wearing headphones. In some

conditions of the experiment, the masking signals were con-

volved with the same HRTFs used to process the target

speech, resulting in a stimulus where the target and maskers

appeared to be co-located at a position directly in front of

the listener (1T, 2T and noise conditions). In other condi-

tions (2T spatial), the masking signals were convolved with

HRTFs that were measured at azimuth locations of 660� rel-

ative to the KEMAR manikin. This resulted in a stimulus
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where the two masking talkers appeared to originate from

locations 60� to the left and 60� to the right of the target

talker for the 2T spatial condition.

C. Procedures

A measure of WM, the listening span (LSPAN;

Daneman and Carpenter, 1980), was administered prior to

the experimental testing to assess each participant’s short-

term memory storage and processing abilities. Participants

were asked to listen to sentences and determine if each sen-

tence was true or false. Participants responded “yes” if the

sentence was true or “no” if the sentence was false.

Participants were then directed to remember the last word in

each sentence to be recalled at the end of the set of sentences.

As the test progressed, the number of sentences in each set

increased from two to eight, requiring the listener to remem-

ber an increasing number of final words. If a participant could

not successfully complete the two-sentence set trial of the

LSPAN, they were not eligible to participate in the experi-

ment. During the experimental conditions, participants were

seated in a quiet room and heard sentences presented from a

laptop computer (Dell). The sentences were routed from the

laptop to an Andrea PureAudio USB-SA external digital

sound card and delivered binaurally to the listener through

Sennheiser HDA 200 headphones. Sennheiser HDA 200

headphones were chosen due to the excellent passive atten-

tion capabilities of this type of headphones.

A total of eight conditions were tested in the R-SPIN

portion of the experiment: (1) HP sentences with the 2T (co-

located) masker, (2) HP sentences with the noise masker, (3)

HP sentences with the 1T masker, (4) HP sentences with the

2T spatial masker, (5) AP sentences with the 2T masker, (6)

AP sentences with the noise masker, (7) AP sentences with

the 1T masker, and (8) AP sentences with the 2T spatial

masker. In each case, the signal level was fixed at 70 dB

sound pressure level (SPL) while the noise level varied

adaptively.

The data collection in the experiment was conducted

with a custom software program (MATLAB 2007a) that gener-

ated two types of trials: 0-back trials, where listeners were

asked to listen to a sentence and immediately verbally repeat

the contents of the sentence back to the experimenter, and

1-back trials, where the listener was asked to listen to a sen-

tence, hold that sentence in memory until another sentence

was presented, and then repeat back the contents of the first

sentence to the experimenter. Prior to the start of data collec-

tion, each listener participated in two 21-trial practice blocks

to get them used to this experimental procedure. First, they

were presented with 10 consecutive 0-back trials (trials

1-10), where they heard a sentence and repeated the sentence

back to the experimenter. In cases where they were unsure,

participants were strongly encouraged to guess all words in

the sentence. At the completion of the tenth trial, they were

told that they would be switching to a one-back condition,

and they were played two sentences (trials 11 and 12) and

asked to repeat the contents of the first sentence (trial 11).

After responding to trial 11, they were presented another

sentence (trial 13) and asked to repeat back the contents of

the sentence in trial 12. This process repeated until trial 21,

where the listener was asked to first repeat back the contents

of trial 20 and then to repeat back the contents of trial 21. In

the training blocks, the listeners heard a different set of sen-

tences than the ones used in the remainder of the experiment

(IEEE sentences) at a relatively high SNR where they had

little difficulty understanding the speech.

Once the listeners were comfortable with the experi-

mental procedure, data collection commenced. Over the

course of data collection, each listener participated in a total

of three blocks of trials in each of the eight listening condi-

tions, presented in random order. Within each listening con-

dition, the first block of trials was always a 20-trial

“tracking” block, consisting of 20 0-back trials. In this block

of trials, the noise level was changed adaptively. After each

sentence, the SNR was reduced by 8 dB times the percentage

of correct keywords in the sentence and then increased by

2 dB times the percentage of incorrect keywords in the sen-

tence. This resulted in an adaptive SNR track that converged

on an equivalent SNR value that produced 80% correct

responses.

The second two blocks in each masking condition were

21-trial “test” blocks that consisted of 10 0-back trials and

11 1-back trials, similar to the training block. The SNR at

the start of the first tracking block was set to the final SNR

for the tracking block of that condition to ensure that the ini-

tial SNR was set to a level that would generate approxi-

mately 80% correct keyword identifications. Within the first

ten trials, the SNR continued to adapt according to a tracking

rule that reduced the SNR by 8 dB times the percentage of

correct keywords and decreased the SNR by 2 dB times the

percentage of incorrect keywords. Then after the tenth trial

of the block, a message displayed on the screen instructing

the listener that the task was switching from a 0-back imme-

diate recall task to a 1-back delayed recall task. The partici-

pants were told to nod yes when they were prepared to begin

the 1-back task. Then the listener heard 11 more trials in the

1-back task. Within each of these 1-back trials, the SNR was

set to be equivalent to the SNR that occurred ten trials earlier

in the 0-back portion of the combined block of trials. Thus

the 11th trial used the same SNR as the 1st trial, the 12th

trial used the same SNR as the 2nd trial, and so on. This

ensured that the ten 1-back trials were always collected with

the same combination of SNR values used in the 0-back tri-

als of the experiment. The 21st sentence in each block,

which was presented at the same SNR as the 11th trial, was

necessary to serve as a trailing sentence for the 20th sentence

but was not included in the scoring of either type of listening

trial (0-back or 1-back).

For all 0-back trials (0-back only block, and the first

half of the combined blocks), two scores were derived: The

SNR corresponding to 80% correct and the percent correct

score (to verify that scores were 80% correct). The 1-back

trials (second half of the combined block) had the same SNR

values as the 0-back trials, so only the percent correct score

was measured. The percent correct score was derived from

all keywords correct across the ten sentences presented in

that block. For the case of 1-back trials, the keywords were

summed across sentences 11–20.
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Testing occurred during one session lasting approxi-

mately 1.5–2 h at the University of Maryland, College Park.

All participants were paid for their participation. This project

had approval from the University of Maryland, College Park

Institutional Review Board.

III. RESULTS

A. Evaluation of speech reception thresholds
in the 0-back conditions

The overall design of the experiment is predicated on

the assumption that the adaptive SNR tracking that occurred

in the first half of each combined block was successful in

adjusting performance in the 0-back trials to roughly the

same overall percentage of correct responses for each stimu-

lus condition tested in the experiment. The percent correct

values shown in Fig. 1 confirm that both the YNH and ONH

listeners performed very close to 80% correct responses in

all the 0-back listening conditions.

However, there were substantial differences in the SNR

values required to achieve 80% correct responses (which we

will refer to as the speech reception threshold for 80%

responses or the SRT80) in the different conditions of the

experiment. Figure 2 and Table I show the mean SRT80 values

averaged across all the 0-back trials in each testing block of

the experiment. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was per-

formed to determine the effects of group, context and masker

for the 0-back task only. The ANOVA revealed significant

main effects of group [F(1,33)¼ 238.13, p< 0.001], context

[F(1,33)¼ 421.07, p< 0.001], and masker [F(3,99)¼ 356.2,

p< 0.001], and significant group�masker [F(3,99)¼ 54.10,

p< 0.001], masker� context [F(3,99)¼ 36.55, p< 0.001]

FIG. 1. Percent correct performance in

the 0-back task as a function of masker

type (1T, single talker; 2T, two talkers;

2T Spatial, two talkers spatially sepa-

rated; Noise, speech shaped noise) and

context type for both groups (YNH,

young normal hearing; ONH, older

normal hearing).

FIG. 2. SRT80 scores as a function of

masker type (1T, single talker; 2T, two

talker; 2T Spatial, two talker spatially

separated; Noise, speech shaped noise)

and context for both groups (YNH,

young normal hearing; ONH, older

normal hearing).
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and group�masker� context [F(3,99)¼ 22.19, p< 0.001]

interactions.

The group effect was evaluated for each masker in each

sentence context. Post hoc independent samples t-tests were

conducted using the Bonferroni correction and indicated sig-

nificant effects of group in each masker for the HP sentences

(p< 0.0125) and in each masker for the AP sentences

(p< 0.0125), reflecting an advantage for the YNH listeners.

However, post hoc t-test analysis revealed that smaller dif-

ferences in SNR between groups were observed with the 2T

and noise maskers than either the 1T masker or the 2T spa-

tial masker in both sentence contexts. This suggests that

YNH listeners are relatively more efficient than ONH listen-

ers at segregating speech either from a single co-located

speech masker or from two spatially separated speech

maskers, but that both groups have difficulty segregating the

target speech from either two co-located speech maskers or a

co-located noise masker.

A post hoc analysis of the context effect was also con-

ducted for each group in each masker condition using paired

comparison t-tests and the Bonferroni correction. Results

showed that both the YNH and ONH groups were able to

take advantage of contextual cues in each masker condition;

this resulted in lower SRT80 values for HP sentences than for

the AP sentences in the 0-back task (p< 0.001).

Finally, a post hoc t-test analysis of the effect of masker

type on recognition performance by both listener groups in

each sentence context revealed a similar pattern of perform-

ance across both contexts but different effects of masker for

the two listener groups. For the YNH listeners, SRT80 per-

formance in each masker condition was significantly different

from that in each contrasting masker condition for HP senten-

ces (p< 0.008) with the exception of the noise condition

compared to the 2T co-located condition. The 1T masker pro-

duced the lowest SNR required to reach 80% correct per-

formance compared to the three other maskers (p< 0.008).

Lower SRT80 values were also found for the 2T spatial

masker compared to the noise masker and 2T co-located

masker for YNH listeners with HP sentences. Analysis of AP

sentences using paired comparison t-tests and the Bonferroni

correction revealed that SRT80 values in all masker types

were significantly different from each other (p< 0.008) for

YNH listeners, with lowest SRT80 values observed for the 1T

masker, followed by the 2T spatial, noise, and then the 2T

co-located maskers (highest SRT80 values).

An analysis of the masker effect was also conducted for

ONH listeners. An ANOVA revealed significant main effects

of context [F(1,14)¼ 120.8, p< 0.001] and masker

[F(3,42)¼ 49.34, p< 0.001] without a significant interaction

between the two main effects. Therefore the masker effect

was assessed with data collapsed across both HP and AP sen-

tences using paired comparison t-tests. Significant differen-

ces in SRT80 performance for ONH listeners were found

among the 2T co-located, 2T spatial noise, and 1T

(p< 0.001) maskers, where the 2T masker produced the

highest SRT80 value. In addition, the noise masker produced

a higher SRT80 value compared to the 2T spatial masker

(p< 0.001). Overall the pattern of results indicates that both

groups had the most difficulty with the 2T co-located masker

with significant improvement in the noise and 2T spatial

maskers. However, the YNH listeners showed the least

masking with the 1T masker, whereas ONH listeners did not.

B. Evaluation of percent correct performance
in the 1-back conditions

In the 1-back task, the percentage of correct responses

dropped substantially for both the ONH and YNH listeners.

Percent correct scores for the 1-back task are presented in

Fig. 3. An ANOVA revealed significant main effects of

group [F(1,33)¼ 24.56, p< 0.001], context [F(1,33)¼ 3.28,

p< 0.001], and masker type [F(3,99)¼ 11.32, p< 0.001]

and a significant interaction between group� context

[F(1,33)¼ 5.86, p< 0.05]. Post hoc analysis of the effect of

masker type (paired-comparison t-tests with Bonferroni cor-

rection) revealed that overall performance in the 1-back task

was significantly worse with the speech maskers than with

the noise masker (p< 0.008). This result suggests that listen-

ers in both age groups have relatively more difficulty remem-

bering keywords in the 1-back task with a speech masker

than a noise masker. The significant interaction between con-

text and listener group was evaluated further. Post hoc analy-

sis revealed a significant age effect in each context and

masker type (p< 0.008), with the exception of performance

in the 2T spatial condition with AP sentences (Fig. 3). Thus

younger listeners outperformed older listeners in the major-

ity of masker types and contexts. This was true even though

the SRT for each group was adjusted to obtain the same

TABLE I. Mean SRT80 values for both groups across all masker and context

types.

Masker types

HP sentences AP Sentences

YNH ONH YNH ONH

2T co-located 0.48 5.44 4.17 9.72

2T spatial �9.58 �2.96 �5.43 4.24

IT �15.93 �2.07 �7.89 3.84

Noise �1.34 1.19 1.99 6.70

FIG. 3. Percent correct scores for two listener groups (YNH, young normal

hearing; ONH, older normal hearing) on the 1-back task in two sentence

contexts and four masker conditions (1T, single talker; 2T, two talker; 2T

Spatial, two talker spatially separated; Noise, speech shaped noise).
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overall performance in the 0-back task. The effect of context

was also significant for each group averaged over all masker

types (p< 0.001), indicating better performance for HP com-

pared to AP sentences. The source of the interaction appears

to be a greater difference between groups for percent correct

performance for HP [t(33)¼ 5.33, p< 0.001] sentences com-

pared to AP sentences [t(33)¼ 3.82, p< 0.001]. Although

some studies that have examined the effects of context in

more traditional 0-back tasks report that ONH listeners bene-

fit more from contextual information compared to YNH lis-

teners (e.g., Pichora-Fuller et al., 1995), other studies

suggest that the two groups benefit to the same extent when

the task samples performance of both groups at below-

ceiling levels (e.g., Dubno et al., 2000). The current finding

of more contextual benefit by younger than older listeners

appears to be contradictory to both perspectives; one possi-

ble explanation might be that the additional benefits that

older listeners sometimes appear to show for high-context

sentences in terms of the SRT for traditional 0-back tasks [as

they did particularly for the 2T spatial and noise maskers in

this experiment (e.g., right two panels of Fig. 2)] may come

at a cost of additional WM resources that interfere with per-

formance in the 1-back task. However, any interaction of

this type clearly does not eliminate the advantages of context

in memory tasks as it is clear that both groups performed bet-

ter with the HP sentences than the AP sentences during the

1-back tasks in the present experiment.

C. Interactions between listening span and
performance in 1-back and 0-back tasks

Mean LSPAN scores for ONH listeners and YNH listen-

ers were 2.73 and 4.2 (p< 0.001), respectively. Figure 4

shows the relationship between LSPAN scores and SRT per-

formance in the 0-back task. Inspection of Fig. 4 indicates

that the ONH group exhibited much higher (poorer) SRT80

values than the YNH group even in cases where their

LSPAN values overlapped (e.g., LSPAN score of 3 for each

of the four masker types). A bivariate correlation was

computed to assess the relationship between LSPAN scores

and SRT separately for each masker and each listener group.

Results indicate that the LSPAN scores did not accurately

predict SRT in the 0-back task with the exception of a

correlation in the 1T masker for the YNH participants

[r(35)¼�0.607 p< 0.01]. In addition, step-wise multiple

linear regression analyses showed that listener age was iden-

tified as the most significant predictor variable of the SRT80

values for each masker type with the LSPAN score either

not identified as significant or identified with much lower

significance than listener age across all masker types.

The LSPAN did, however, appear to be a better predic-

tor of performance in the 1-back conditions than the 0-back

conditions of the experiment. Figure 5 shows the relationship

between the percent correct score in the 1-back task and the

LSPAN score for the YNH and ONH listeners in the experi-

ment. The large symbols in the figure show the mean percent

correct scores when the individual listeners were grouped to-

gether into four categories on the basis of their LSPAN

scores. For example, the leftmost filled square in each panel

shows the mean percent correct performance in the 1-back

condition for the ONH listeners who had LSPAN scores in

the range from 2 to 2.5. These binned data are helpful for

showing the overall trend in the data for each listener group.

The data for the individual subjects in each group are also

shown by the small symbols in each panel. A bivariate corre-

lation was computed to assess the relationship between

LSPAN scores and these individual subject percent correct

scores in the 1-back task. This correlation revealed strong

and significant correlations with percent correct scores in the

1-back task in each masker condition: Noise [r(35)¼ 0.707

p< 0.01], 2T masker [r(35)¼ 0.690 p< 0.01], 2T

spatial masker [r(35)¼ 0.642 p< 0.01], and 1T masker

[r(35)¼ 0.593 p< 0.01]. One notable feature of these data is

that the lines that best fit the relationship between the

LSPAN scores and percent correct responses in the 1-back

task appear to be co-linear for the ONH and YNH groups in

the 2T spatial and noise conditions but appear to be roughly

parallel with an approximately 10% lower y intercept for the

FIG. 4. Correlation data between

LSPAN scores and SRT80 scores for

the two listener groups (YNH, young

normal hearing; ONH, older normal

hearing) in four masker types (1T, sin-

gle talker; 2T, two talker; 2T Spatial,

two talker spatially separated; Noise,

speech shaped noise). LSPAN scores

were collapsed into four score catego-

ries (2¼ scores of 2 and 2.5; 3¼ scores

of 3 and 3.5; 4¼ scores of 4 and 4.5;

5¼ scores of 5 and 5.5).
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ONH group in the 1T and 2T conditions. This suggests that

the WM component assessed by the LSPAN test is a good

predictor of performance for both age groups in cases with a

noise masker or with spatially separated speech maskers but

that the ONH group has additional difficulties that cannot be

accounted for by the LSPAN when the task required them to

segregate a speech target from a co-located speech masker.

D. Performance as a function of trial order

A final analysis of performance in the two tasks is given

in Fig. 6, which shows how performance varied with trial

order across the 21 trials in each test block of the experi-

ment. These results, which have been averaged across both

context levels and all four masker types, show that perform-

ance was relatively stable for the ten 0-back trials for both

groups of listeners. In trial 11, which was the first 1-back

trial in the block, performance dropped off only slightly in

the YNH listeners but dropped off substantially more for the

ONH listeners. On the 12th trial, performance dropped sub-

stantially for both groups and remained roughly constant for

both listening groups for trials 12-19. Then on trial 20, there

appears to be a divergence in performance between the ONH

and YNH groups, where the YNH listeners improved and the

ONH listeners declined. On trial 21, which was the addi-

tional trial that was added as an interferer for the 20th trial

of the experiment, performance improved much more for the

YNH group than for the ONH group. The fact that the YNH

group performed nearly as well in the first 1-back task as

they did in the last 0-back task, and the ONH listeners did

not, suggests that much of the greater difficulty experienced

by the ONH listeners was the result of WM issues rather

than a result of having greater difficulty extracting a speech

signal from noise while remembering an earlier sentence.

The source of the substantial decline in performance of the

ONH listeners on trial 11 is unclear. One possibility is that

the ONH listeners had more difficulty switching to a new

task than the YNH listeners despite the written instructions

on the computer monitor prior to the onset of the 1-back

task. Task switching is considered to be an executive func-

tion because it involves cognitive control and shifting atten-

tion. Executive function is a cognitive ability that is known

to decline with aging (e.g., Zelazo et al., 2004); however, it

was not measured specifically in this investigation, and thus

its contribution to the older listeners’ decline in performance

at the juncture between tasks is unclear. A second possibility

is that the ONH listeners experienced a decline in attentional

focus (listener fatigue) after the tenth sentence, unlike the

YNH listeners. This possibility is unlikely for three reasons:

(1) The listeners were provided as long as they needed to

make the responses in trials 1-10 of each block, (2) the lis-

teners were given as long as they desired to acknowledge the

switch to a one-back task in trial 11, and (3) both the ONH

and YNH listeners appear to have relatively stable perform-

ance over the course of trials 12 through 19, where one

would expect the effects of cumulative listener fatigue to

FIG. 5. Symbols represent the average

percent correct scores in the 1-back

task and LSPAN scores collapsed

across four listening span categories

(2–2.5, 3–3.5, 4–4.5, 5–5.5) for each of

the two listener groups, shown sepa-

rately for the four masker types.

Individual listener data points are also

plotted.

FIG. 6. Trial-by-trial percent-correct performance over the 21 trials within a

test block for the two listener groups, averaged across the two contexts and

four masker conditions. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals for

each trial position.
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have a large impact on performance. This result is also con-

sistent with studies of the time course of visual attention

indicating that the central processes involved in allocating

attention to a cued spatial location (in visual space) does not

decline with aging (Gottlob and Madden, 1998).

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Age-related differences in speech perception in the
0-back and 1-back tasks

The goals of this study were to determine the impact of

age, sentence context, and masker type on speech recognition

and recall performance under conditions requiring the listen-

ers to perform an immediate speech recognition task (0-back

task) and a secondary WM task involving delayed recall

(1-back task). As expected, the results show that older adults

required a higher SNR to reach 80% correct in the 0-back

task for all masker conditions. Difficulty understanding

speech in noise is a common complaint for ONH listeners

and has been well documented throughout the literature

(Pichora-Fuller et al., 1995; Tun and Wingfield, 1999).

Therefore results showing that older listeners require a higher

SNR to reach the same percent correct score as a younger lis-

tener confirm previous findings. Listener age also had a sig-

nificant impact on performance in the 1-back task. Even

when the SNR in the 0-back task was adjusted to produce

equivalent performance, the older listeners consistently per-

formed worse in the 1-back task than the younger listeners.

The age-related difficulty in the 1-back task represented an

approximate 15%–20% difference between groups in most

maskers and in both contexts. It is noteworthy that this age

effect was observed for listeners with normal hearing, for

whom the signals were audible, underscoring the excessive

difficulty that ONH listeners experience in listening condi-

tions that combine background noise with WM demands.

This result is consistent with the notion that cognitive resour-

ces needed for speech processing abilities decline with age

(Committee on Hearing Bioacoustics and Biomechanics,

1988; Gordon-Salant and Fitzgibbons, 1997; Pichora-Fuller,

2003) and, to some extent, it can be explained directly by dif-

ferences in the WM capacities of the ONH and YNH listen-

ers. In addition, these results agree with the ELU model

predictions that suggest individuals with decreased WM

capacity (ONH), determined by LSPAN scores, will perform

more poorly compared to participants with higher WM

capacity (YNH) on difficult recall tasks (1-back) even when

speech signals are audible.

B. Effect of context

The ELU model also suggests that individuals with

decreased WM capacity will have increased difficulty on

recall tasks with minimal contextual cues; this is demon-

strated by the results of the current study. Sentence context

was manipulated in this experiment by comparing recogni-

tion and recall of sentences containing several cues to word

identity (R-SPIN HP sentences) and sentences that retained

the syntactic structure of the HP sentences but contained no

semantic contextual cues (AP sentences). This strategy was

implemented because recognition of each keyword in the

sentence was scored rather than just the final test word (as in

the standard R-SPIN test), and hence sufficient variety in the

lexical items comprising the keywords in the low context

sentences was required. Thus the AP sentences are some-

what different from the more typical “low probability” (LP)

SPIN sentences used in other studies (e.g., Pichora-Fuller

et al., 1995). Findings from the 0-back task (Fig. 2) showed

that for both listener groups and all masker conditions, the

SRT required to achieve 80% correct recognition was lower

for the HP sentences than for the AP sentences, as expected.

However, in the 1-back task, a significant interaction

between context and listener group was observed; this was

attributed to a greater group effect for HP than AP sentences.

Essentially, the YNH listeners took more advantage of con-

textual cues than the ONH listeners when the recall task

involved a WM component. This finding is somewhat sur-

prising given that prior research suggests either that older lis-

teners benefit more from contextual cues on a speech

recognition task than younger listeners (Pichora-Fuller et al.,
1995) or to the same extent as younger listeners when listen-

ers are tested in sufficient noise levels to avoid ceiling effects

(Dubno et al., 2000). These prior studies, however, involved

word recognition and an immediate recall (0-back) task. The

current observation that ONH listeners may not be able to

capitalize on their knowledge of the language to enhance

their performance on a sentence recall task involving a mem-

ory component has two important implications. The first is

that older listeners may be at a greater disadvantage in every-

day conversation than previously thought because their

knowledge of the language does not aid speech understanding

for longer conversational discourse or with multiple speaking

partners (i.e., holding information in WM). The second impli-

cation, related to the first, is that taxes on WM render other

cognitive abilities that support communication less efficient,

especially among older people.

C. Effect of masker type in the 0-back and 1-back
tasks

The largest SNR difference between groups in the

0-back task was found in conditions with the 1T masker and

with the 2T spatial masker. Results showing that older listen-

ers have excessive difficulty with a single co-located masker

are similar to findings reported previously with the Synthetic

Sentence Identification Test–Ipsilateral Competing Message

(SSI-ICM: Gates et al., 2008) and support the ELU model

prediction that those with lower WM capacity will perform

more poorly in situations with fluctuating noise compared to

individuals with high WM capacity. The finding that older

listeners have excessive difficulty with the 2T spatial masker

is consistent with data suggesting that older listeners are less

able to take advantage of spatial cues than younger listeners.

The impact that age has on the ability to take advantage of

spatial separation cues in a multitalker listening task is one

area where there are conflicting findings in the literature.

Singh et al. (2008) and Dubno et al. (2008) found that

younger and older adults did not differ in the ability to use

spatial cues to improve speech recognition. In contrast, other
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findings indicate that although older normal hearing listeners

benefited from spatial separation cues, older participants

benefited less when compared to younger listeners (Dubno

et al., 2002; Helfer et al., 2010) or benefited less from spatial

separation cues than would be predicted (Dubno et al.,
2008). The results from the current study support those of

Dubno et al. (2002) and Helfer et al. (2010) in suggesting

that there may be an age-related decline in the benefit of a

spatial release from masking.

Both the older and younger groups exhibited relatively

greater difficulty in the 1-back task with the co-located

speech maskers (1T and 2T) than with the noise condition.

In part, this result could be related to the irrelevant speech
effect, which is a well-known effect in the literature on WM

in which a listener’s ability to recall a list of visually pre-

sented words is compromised when the listener performs the

WM task while listening to an irrelevant speech signal (as

opposed to a non-speech masking noise or silence). To the

extent that the presence of irrelevant speech impairs a listen-

er’s ability to store items in WM over time, one might expect

it to generalize to cases where a listener is trying to remem-

ber an auditorily presented sentence rather than a visually

presented list of words. However, there was very little evi-

dence of an increased irrelevant-speech effect in the ONH

group in this experiment in contrast to previous studies that

have shown a greater impact of irrelevant (and meaningful)

speech on the word recall abilities of older listeners (Tun

et al., 2002; Bell et al., 2008).

D. Influence of WM (LSPAN)

LSPAN scores were analyzed to determine the relation-

ship between performance during speech recognition/recall

tasks and WM capacity. Mean LSPAN scores were lower for

ONH listeners compared to YNH listeners, suggesting that

the YNH listeners in this study have a larger WM capacity

than the ONH listeners. Results from the LSPAN generally

did not correlate with speech recognition performance on the

0-back task. For both groups, LPSAN did not correlate sig-

nificantly with SRT performance in the 0-back task in any

masker or sentence context with the exception of a relatively

weak correlation with the 1T masker for YNH listeners.

Also, in the LSPAN region where data were available for

both ONH and YNH listeners (i.e., LSPAN¼ 3), it is clear

that the ONH group required substantially higher SNRs to

achieve the same level of performance. These results suggest

that older listeners have some difficulties with speech recog-

nition in noise that cannot be predicted simply from the

reduced WM capacity in this group.

As would be expected from the nature of the task, per-

formance in the 1-back task was much more correlated with

WM capacity as measured by the LSPAN task than were the

SRT80 values in the 0-back condition. In fact, in the 2T spa-

tial and noise masker conditions, the data in Fig. 5 suggest

that most of the performance deficits observed in the 1-back

task with the ONH listeners could be explained by the lower

LSPAN values obtained in that group. The performance defi-

cits on the 1-back task of ONH listeners with relatively low

LPAN scores are consistent with the ELU model prediction

that those with declines in WM capacity will have more dif-

ficulty on more challenging recall tasks. However, the results

in the conditions where the target talker was masked by one

or two co-located speech maskers (1T and 2T) suggest that

the ONH listeners performed worse in the 1-back task than

would be predicted for YNH listeners with similar LSPAN

scores. This suggests that older listeners may have additional

difficulties in tasks that combine a high level of demand on

WM with the requirement to segregate speech signals from

co-located speech maskers. This result may be related to ear-

lier results suggesting that co-located speech maskers require

a higher level of listening effort to achieve the same level of

performance than other types of maskers. For example, in a

previous study that used pupil dilation measures to examine

listening effort across different types of maskers (Koelewijn

et al., 2012), the results showed that larger pupil size, which

reflects increased listening effort, was greater in the single-

talker masker condition compared to conditions with station-

ary or fluctuating noise maskers.

E. Listening effort in immediate and delayed recall
tasks

Listening effort has been defined as the attention and

cognitive resources required to understand speech (Tun

et al., 2009). Several indices of listening effort have been

reported in the literature, including pupillometry (Zekveld

et al., 2010; Zekveld et al., 2011), self-report via question-

naire (e.g., the NASA Task Load Index, Hart and Staveland,

1988), and use of a dual-task paradigm (e.g., Tun et al.,
2009; Gosselin and Gagne, 2011; Desjardins and Dougherty,

2013). Numerous studies generally confirm that listening

effort (or processing load) increases with decreases in SNR

(Kramer et al., 1997), decreases with the use of noise reduc-

tion algorithms (Sarampalis et al., 2009; Ng et al., 2014),

and is higher among older than younger listeners under

equivalent performance level conditions (Desjardins and

Dougherty, 2013).

In the current experiment, we showed that adding a

memory component to the speech recall task (i.e., 1-back

task) resulted in a substantial decrease in speech understand-

ing scores relative to the immediate speech recognition task

(i.e., 0-back task). That is, in the 0-back task, SNR scores

were adjusted such that recognition performance of all lis-

tener groups was equated to 80% correct. The use of fixed

SNRs yielding equivalent speech recognition scores and the

addition of the 1-back task resulted in clear performance

declines relative to the 0-back task by both age groups in

high and low sentence contexts across four masker types.

These results can be interpreted as reflecting an increase in

listening effort with the addition of a secondary memory

task during sentence recall. Thus the unique method

described in this paper represents a novel technique for

measuring listening effort. Of equal importance is that this

novel method of adding a secondary WM task is closely

linked to the processing demands placed on listeners in

everyday communication in noise when the listener must

hold a message in memory for later recall and an appropriate

response.
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V. SUMMARY

The current findings show that ONH listeners are more

adversely affected than YNH listeners in a 1-back task that

required them to remember the content of each sentence

until after the next sentence in the sequence was presented.

This was true even when the sentences contained contextual

cues that made them easier to understand in noise and to

hold in memory across stimulus presentations and when the

overall SNR of the stimuli was adjusted to produce equiva-

lent performance in the two groups in a simple 0-back

speech recognition task. Age-related declines in WM con-

tribute to speech perception difficulties experienced by older

individuals in the delayed recall task. The addition of a sec-

ondary WM task underscored these difficulties experienced

by ONH individuals. The results are consistent with the

notion that age-related cognitive decline has a significant

impact on speech understanding performance in challenging

listening environments that include retaining sentence-length

information for later recall as would be required in everyday

conversation. The findings are also generally in agreement

with predictions of the ELU Model (Ronnberg et al., 2013)

that those with low WM capacity perform more poorly than

individuals with higher WM capacity in challenging speech

recognition tasks in noise, including in fluctuating noise and

low context conditions.

Unfortunately, the results of this study suggest that rela-

tive performance in complex, WM-intensive speech percep-

tion tasks may not always be predictable from the simplified

immediate-recall tasks that are typically used to assess

speech perception in laboratory and clinical environments.

Even when the SNR values were adjusted to equalize per-

formance in the 0-back conditions across all the combina-

tions of listener age, context level, and masker type tested in

this experiment, there were substantial differences in the per-

formance levels obtained in the corresponding 1-back condi-

tions. And while much of the difference in performance

between the ONH and YNH listeners in the 1-back task

could be explained by the LSPAN measure of WM in the lis-

tening conditions that produced a relatively low level of

informational masking (noise and 2T spatial), it was appa-

rent that the ONH listener group performed much more

poorly than would be predicted from the LSPAN score alone

in the co-located speech masking conditions that produced a

high level of informational masking.

A. Clinical implications

The finding that ONH listeners performed more poorly

in the delayed recall (1-back) task than could be predicted

by performance in the immediate recall (0-tack) task high-

lights an observation that represents both a problem and an

opportunity for the assessment of speech perception among

hearing-impaired listeners. Communication in real-world lis-

tening situations often involves remembering a spoken mes-

sage over time and responding appropriately. Consequently,

WM and other cognitive processes (e.g., selective attention)

are often required in everyday listening tasks. However,

most clinical speech perception tests use simple immediate

recall tasks that do not capture the complexity of everyday

speech. This dichotomy may be one reason why many

patients perform well on standard clinical speech perception

tasks in noise but report difficulty in real-world situations.

The results from this study suggest that the use of complex

tasks like the 1-back task described here might provide more

realistic listening challenges for evaluating speech recogni-

tion in noise and be more sensitive to the speech understand-

ing problems of older listeners, both with and without

hearing loss. These kinds of tasks could also be used in the

evaluation of hearing aid algorithms and other rehabilitation

strategies for hearing-impaired listeners where such tests

might be successful in uncovering subtle differences in per-

formance that would not be apparent in standard speech-in-

noise testing but would have a significant impact on user sat-

isfaction in the more effortful situations that listeners typi-

cally encounter in their everyday lives.

Also, while it is true that the 1-back task may represent a

somewhat extreme WM task compared to what listeners

would normally experience in their everyday lives, it is worth

noting that it has some advantages over other types of tasks

that have been used to assess the impact of listening effort on

speech perception, in particular, those involving dual-task

paradigms (Tun et al., 2009; Gosselin and Gagne, 2011).

Dual-task paradigms can be very effective at increasing the

cognitive load of the listener, but their results can be difficult

to interpret unless great care is taken to ensure that perform-

ance in the primary task remains constant across all the condi-

tions tested. In contrast, the 1-back task provides a speech

perception test that requires a high level of listening effort but

produces only a single unified output variable that effectively

incorporates both the primary task (the perception of speech

in noise) and the secondary task (remembering the content of

the speech across stimulus presentations). Moreover, the

results shown here suggest that the interleaved 0-back and

1-back task used in this experiment could provide a relatively

efficient way to identify small differences across stimulus

conditions in the delayed response task. Thus if a stimulus

manipulation such as a new hearing aid algorithm could be

found that produced no improvement in speech reception

threshold in a traditional 0-back task but produced a consist-

ent improvement in performance in the 1-back task, we

believe that a compelling argument could be made that this

algorithm would be likely to have real-world benefit in the

kinds of listening environments where ONH listeners often

complain that they have difficulty. Further research is needed

to determine which, if any, stimulus parameters could be

manipulated to achieve this desirable result.
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